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6. Nashville is undergoing mass-gentrification, and certain marginalized groups are disconnected by
infrastructure or distance from basic needs and resources. Architecture can reconnect underserved
communities in order to empower them to participate culturally and reclaim autonomy over their
community. Through this thesis, architecture can connect the city through the development of
infrastructure that (1) encourages tourist exploration out of the inner ring, (2) encourages more
sustainable transportation by visitors and residents, (3) increases visitor and resident access to
resources through the incorporation of program to make an “active infrastructure”, and (4) highlights
the wide variety of cultures in Nashville. As mass-infrastructure divides the city, trends follow along its
dividing edges. Resources are focused in the tourist heavy areas. The central district is designed to be
only accessible by car and so that tourists never have to leave the inner ring thus limiting their economic
impact. Many outlying communities lack access to community resources and basic needs. Communities
have been specifically targeted for gentrification due to proximity to convenient circulation or have
been isolated and starved thus stunting development. Nashville serves as a perfect site for addressing
many of the monuments and negotiation with history with which many Southern cities are dealing.
Nashville, TN is a vibrant growing city where tradition and history hinder the needed innovation.
Gentrification has followed the population boom pushing the already marginalized communities to the
fringes of the city or clustered in areas cut off from resources. Many of the developments are already
scarred by historic redlining affecting living and economic conditions of residents today. Located in the
heart of the former- Confederacy, Nashville can serve as a prototypical southern city struggling with
issues like: the legacy of history, modernization, and population increase.
7. Plan of connected neighborhoods and perspective of Broadway
8. Brown_Lindsey.doc
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CONTENTION

Nashville is undergoing mass-gentrification, and certain marginalized
groups are disconnected by infrastructure or distance from basic needs
and resources. Architecture can reconnect underserved communities in
order to empower them to participate culturally and reclaim autonomy over
their community.
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Architecture can connect the city through the
development of infrastructure that (1) encourages
tourist exploration out of the inner ring, (2) encourages
more sustainable transportation by visitors and
residents, (3) increases visitor and resident access
to resources through the incorporation of program to
make an “active infrastructure”, and (4) highlights the
wide variety of cultures in Nashville.

Leon Krier’s “Urban Components of the City” served
as a diagrammatic base to the theory of development
for the expanded growth of the city.
“CITY OF MONUMENTS” - isolation of symbols of
identity
“CITY OF BLOCKS” - subdivision of neighborhoods
and districts

As mass-infrastructure divides the city, trends follow
along its dividing edges. Resources are focused in the
tourist heavy areas. The central district is designed
to be only accessible by car and so that tourists
never have to leave the inner ring thus limiting their
economic impact.

“MONUMENTS + CITY FABRIC” - identification of
neighborhoods by their associated cultural icons that
were either produced by the neighborhood or the
neighborhood formed around
GENTRIFICATION = erasure and replacement of both
the residing people and their cultural icons

Many outlying communities lack access to community
resources and basic needs. Communities have been
specifically targeted for gentrification due to proximity
to convenient circulation or have been isolated and
starved thus stunting development.

BRIDGING = the unification of 2 distinct neighborhood
that promotes diversification of the served community
and its access to resources
INTENTION = highlighting of local cultural icons that
symbolize the culture of the area; respecting the
neighborhood’s sense of place while also introducing
a larger and more diverse community to the
neighborhood

(Krier)
Thesis Book
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review process consisted of a back-and-forth relationship
between theory, site research, and speculation through design contention.
The research was initally organized by the categories of site, landscape,
infrastructure, psychology/sociology/economics, and graphic analysis of
regional context. This later developed into a more wholist analysis with
research driven by design or data necessity.
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This research is situated within a long history
of urban planning and design and of social and
economic justice. There is a long history of the
degrading factors that contribute to the current
trajectory including: the history of slavery, strength
of evangelical religious groups, current trends of
explosive growth and housing demand, lack of social
infrastructure reinforcing class divide, and the existing
cultural divide of residents. In the history of urban
planning, there is an expansive study of connective
architecture and design. From greenbelts and green
wedges that reconnect the urban environment to
nature to inclusive public spaces that reconnect
residents through the development of public gathering
spaces, the urban fabric can be manipulated in a
wide variety of ways to unify the residents of a city.
Infrastructure is often called the “connective tissue” of
the city. If the city was a human body, infrastructure
like roads, parks, and municipal buildings and
services are the tangible and theoretical connections
and pathways that connect the city into a cohesive
system.
This research is situated within a large scope
of discipline. I have an extensive list of literature from
which I am pulling information. While some books
and articles have formed my foundation in urban
design, others formulate a clear understanding of the
culture and history of racial segregation and social
injustice in the city. Rethinking Urban Parks: Public
Space & Cultural Diversity by Setha Low, Dana Taplin,
and Suzanne Scheld provides a concise basis on
contemporary thought surrounding the fundamental
need for public space as a social outlet in the
urban environment serving as a tool for planners.
In Janice Griffith’s article “Green Infrastructure: The
Imperative of Open Space Preservation.” within The
Urban Lawyer, she evaluates the development and
preservation of green spaces in relation to smart
growth and sustainable development. Kelly Shannon
Kelly and Marcel Smets in the book The Landscape

of Contemporary Infrastructure synthesize the effects
of architecture, landscape, and infrastructure design
on the culture and flow of the city isolating the various
factors and effects that each designer can control. My
cultural sources, specifically “Evangelicals, Fugitives,
and Hillbillies: Tennessee’s Impact on American
National Culture.” by Paul Conkin and “A Breath of
Fresh Air: Segregation, Parks, and Progressivism
in Nashville, Tennessee, 1900–1920.” by Craig
Kaplowitz, isolate very clear cultural phenomena
specific to my chosen site that must be addressed in
the process of research, design, and proposal.

Thesis Book
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MONUMENTS + BRIDGING
The typology of connection can be expenplified by a bridge. Bridge can
BE something (it itself is providing the programmatic service) or it can DO
something (it can serve a circulator purpose connecting two spaces).
Monuments have a strong connection and symbolism toward the
manifestation of identity. The questions must be interrogated the identity
of whom and by whom and the parameter for defining a monument. Oxford
Dictionary defines monument as “a statue, building, or other structure
erected to commemorate a famous or notable person or event”. Its
etymology derives from the Latin root monere meaning ‘to remind’.The
conception of monument must be expanded from the idea of a statue in a
public square to a more full embodiment of identity and memory.
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Vasari Corridor, Florence, Italy

Luchtsingel (“Air Bridge”), Rotterdam, Netherlands

Bridge (n)
• A structure connecting two points of land, and related
uses.
• A structure forming or carrying a road, path, or (in later
use) a railway, etc., which spans a body of water, a
roadway, a valley, or some other obstacle or gap, and
allows a person or vehicle to pass unimpeded over or
across it.

Bridge (v)
• To connect (two places, pieces of land, etc.) by spanning
the gap between them with a bridge; to form a bridge
between.
• To cover (a path or way) with, or as if with, paving; to
make a paved or covered path for (a person).
• To form or provide (a way or passage) by means of a
bridge.
• To span (an interval); to extend between or connect

Definitions according to Oxford English Dictionary

Thesis Book
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The elements of this fabric include:
A town square (Piazza Signoria)
A city hall (Palazzo Vecchio)
An office building (Uffizi)
A bridge (Ponte Vecchio)
A coverned walkway (Vasari’s Corridor)
A church (Santa Felicita)
A residence (Pitti Palace)
A garden (Boboli Garden)

D
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(Dennis)

The Vasari Corridor, Florence, Italy
This route has been coined the Vasari Corridor as Giorgio Vasari was architect of the large urban
scheme that is “sometimes referred to as the ‘Crosstown Expressway’...an extreme case of Renaissance
intervention into the fundamentally medieval fabric of central Florence” (Dennis). Most importantly
though, it is private circulation “perhaps the best known example of a private system of urban circulation
built in the Renaissance” for the Medici or their chosen guests (Satkowski). The corridors of a university
may be “celebrated as social mixers” forcing interaction as a social condenser; however, the corridor
was designed for very directed circulation (Jarzombek). This private circulation raises the family high
above the street level giving privileged view downward to the ongoings below as well as safety through
anonymity of movement. Despite calls in the design process for the privacy of the user, “the passageway
was conspicuously visible to anyone who passed it” allowing views of the elevated path but not however
the movements of the users of the interior (Satkowski). As the path weaves in and out of the urban
fabric, it is at moments “camouflaging itself...it allowed secret and safe movement between the buildings
of the court” (Marullo). It is within this weaving that very unique urban conditions begin to occur where
bridges stretch between buildings, facades are deepened and replaced, whole floors of buildings are
incorporated into the path, etc.
It is the way that this urban corridor interacts with its surrounding poche that sparks the most
interest. It does not simply carve a path through the city from point A to point B but rather uses the urban
context to build the path itself. The construction of the corridor truly incorporated the existing structures
given that “apparently only one house was destroyed for its construction” (Dennis). The corridor simply
latches onto or blends into the existing fabric of the city. The corridor, also referred to as corridoio,
navigates various political scenarios that allow entrance to certain structures and not to others forcing
the path to “maneuver around the tower of the Manelli family on beccatelli (stone brackets)” therefore
never entering yet firmly anchoring (Satkowski). Other interactions are much more elegant like that of
the church of S. Felicita “creating its present loggia-like facade. Continuing further along the cloister
of S. Felicita...its integration with the facade of S. Felicita makes it almost unnoticeable” (Satkowski).
Vasari redesigned the facade of the church and a piece of the interior creating a view platform to stop
on the course of the platform. As the whole system takes form, “a ‘megabuilding comprises a series
of discrete buildings connected by Vasari’s Corridor...buildings become bridges” (Dennis). Ironically,
the most famous bridge in Florence, Ponte Vecchio was made so iconic by the superimposition of the
Vasari Corridor thus regularizing the top facade with the variable bottom facades of the jutting stores
(Dennis). With the variance of consistent structural support, elevation change, and irregular entry and
exit of surrounding buildings, the development of structure was crucial yet difficult. Balancing a consistent
utilitarian aesthetic and the structural forces to offset the strength of “winds along the unprotected
riverbank, and in this case simple columnar supports probably would not have sufficed. The aqueductlike design was the perfect solution, answering all structural difficulties by the use of mass” (Satkowski).
Those structures then had to be controlled and varied to mediate between multiple scales.
Throughout the entirety of the corridor, Vasari negotiates both the scale of the urban context
and the scale of the human figure. The corridor operates so well because of this balance between “that
of the individual, using the Corridor (originally decorated with portraits of famous artists), to the larger
scale of the fabric through which it passes” (Dennis). At moments of thresholds, Vasari defines the more
human scale experience of aspects like security with “an ingeniously designed room with several fake
doors was used to slow down anyone who might have gained surreptitious access” (Jarzombek). The
scale of the spaces defines the tone, pace, and atmosphere. Given that this corridor is simply meant for
controlled circulation devoid of great pomp and circumstance, it “emphasized not the dignified pace along
an andito but a pace that was much more purposeful, a pace, one has to add, that was of a modern
dimension” (Jarzombek). Even more urban elements must have multiple scales to them depending upon

between what they are negotiating. For example, the grand outward facing arches of the arcade and
the smaller arches of the interior for the covered pedestrian walk from the Ponte Vecchio to the Uffizi
negotiate urban and pedestrian scales simultaneously (Dennis). The typology of the loggia being more
of urban variety “proved to be the most effective device for mediating between severe office architecture
and its surroundings” given that each building and threshold must transcend scales or risk breaking the
continuity of the urban fabric (Marullo).
While the corridor interior is at the scale of the human, the term corridor is historically synonymous
with the field of domestic architecture. British Architect, William Chambers designer of the Somerset
House in London “defined corridors in his dictionary of architectural terms as an element of domestic
architecture”; however, the term corridors has become so commonplace in vernacular language of “our
public buildings...that one can hardly imagine that they playing anything other than a relatively trivial part
in the history of architecture” (Jarzombek). There is a long history of not only the term corridor but also
of various passageways and alleys throughout their various usage and codification in time and location.
During the middle ages in Florence, as well as many other cities, house built outward from their land plot
extending stairs in particular across roads or creating overhangs. Buildings of the same family would
begin to morph and merge creating jumbled blocks of family housing symbolized by “a veritable matrix
of overhead passageways...overhead construction, either as passageways or habitable space, was
their means of cohesion” (Satkowski). As the city condenses and thins, the pieces of the fabric simply
meld into each other thus allowing “the tradition of the raised passageway as an undecorated, utilitarian
structure, and over time it became invisible as adjacent buildings obscure its view” (Satkowski). The
passage can be designed quite differently from “Alberti’s construction...easily hidden within the fabric
of a single building; Filarete’s solution...a visible symbol of the power of his patron” (Satkowski). Clearly
Vasari designed toward Alberti’s method not only in terms of external aesthetics not attempting to draw
attention to their separated circulation path but also the ideology of the passage. In Alberti’s “Book Five:
Works of Individuals”, he expands upon what different individuals need for their various living conditions.
In particular, he discusses the different doorways or passageways that are required for rulers with one
being to receive council and messages without interruption and other being to escape in bad times
(Alberti). The Medici family relied on these preemptive design methods when they fell out of power and
were forced to flee Florence.
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The Luchtsingel, Rotterdam, Netherlands
The Luchtsingel by ZUS in Rotterdam, Netherlands is celebrated at the “world’s first crowd funded
public infrastructure” (ZUS, 2015). Luchtsingel is translated to mean “air canal” or “air bridge” describing
the formal grace of the structure as it “runs through a building and across roads and railways to connect
three previously disconnected areas of the city” (Frearson). Kristian Koreman, a partner at ZUS, calls the
Luchtsingel “a new three-dimensional cityscape” (ZUS, 2017).
Through the slow process of individual crowd funded piece donations, ZUS designed a bridge
linking three previously separated districts: Delftsehof (via Dakakker), Pompenburg Park, and the
Hofplein Station Roof Park. This process is urban design through the connection of existing points or
locations. This method of sustainable development has great potential for revitalization. Through the act
of connecting separated areas, all related areas along or part of that path are highlighted or made more
visible by this, sometimes very simple, urban gesture. With the mindset of regeneration and imagination,
adaptive reuse as a design method is encouraged as it is more cost effective and environmental allowing
for revitalization rather than gentrification.
This addition to the urban fabric changed the circulation modes of the city. The design increased
the agency of the pedestrian giving a safe and enjoyable path for walking to various points in the city
that has been taken over by cars. Just as the path allowed pedestrians to reclaim ownership of the
streets, this project helped its inhabitants reclaim ownership over the city. As a crowd funded, piece-built
temporary infrastructure, this installation is quickly attaining monument status in the neighborhood.
ZUS began its development plan focused on the Schieblock, a development project that fell
through and was left empty. They developed the site into “a city laboratory, which currently acts as
an important incubator for young entrepreneurs. With its ground-floor store, bar, culinary workshop,
information centre, and its rooftop field called the Dakakker, Europe’s first urban farming roof” (ZUS,
2017). By creating or reviving highly desirable end points, the Luchtsingel became simply a connecting
thread within the urban fabric allowing seamless and convenient circulation.
Development continued with Delftsehof as a nighlife area and “child-friendly Pompenburg Park,
where a vegetable garden has been landscaped next to a playground” (ZUS, 2017). The inclusion
of various program at each end points defines the demographic that becomes encorperated into
the infrastructure. The incorperation of gardens, green spaces, and landscapes encourages the
environmental urgency that must be infused in contemporary urban design with huge effects ranging
from benefitting mental health to reducing urban heat island effect and improving air quality.

Replicable component project details by ZUS allowed for the ad hoc construction process

Diagram of Connected Spaces created based on Arial Photo from ZUS, 2017
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Nashville is filled with
monuments that celebrate
the rich history. I believe the
monuments that correspond with
the city identity of “Music City”
comprise the historic venues of
performance. These physical
buildings are the symbols of
“making it in the music business”
by performing or standing in the
space where the greats once
played or performed. The wide
diversity of spaces recognizes
the diverse range of music that
is performed and celebrated in
Nashville which goes beyond
just the genre of country.

(Ashton)
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Tourist monuments
are an example of the least
expected conception of the term
monument. Tourists can be
treated as their own subgroup
population in Nashville. With
such a strong constant presence
regardless of season, tourists
can be treated as a group of
consistent existence who can
be analyzed and mapped like a
racial or socioeconomic group.
Murals were once an artwork
by Nashville, for Nashville with
specific meaning to each area
many residence having emotions
tied to various graphic locations.
Now, however, they have
become a colorful, instagramable symbol of tourism as people
que to take a posed photo at
each of the sites.
While these site were once
artistic monuments to various
moments and movements, they
are now symbols of tourism
where bloggers flock to pay
homage.

(Pisano)
Thesis Book
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MAPPING AND SITE SELECTION

Nashville serves as a perfect site for addressing many of the
monuments and negotiation with history with which many Southern cities
are dealing. Nashville,TN is a vibrant growing city where tradition and
history hinder the much needed innovation. According to the Tennessean
reporting on data from the U.S. Census Bureau, Nashville has been
growing at a rate of 100 people per day, data pre-Covid-19 (Garrison, 2017).
Gentrification has followed the boom pushing the already marginalized
communities to the fringes of the city or clustered in areas cut off from
resources. Many of the developments are already scarred by historic
redlining affecting living and economic conditions of residents today.
Located in the heart of the former- Confederacy, Nashville can serve as a
prototypical southern city struggling with issues like: the legacy of history,
modernization, and population increase.
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CITY INTERVENTION
I believe the issues in Nashville of gentrification, marginalization of groups,
and isolation from necessary resources can be addressed through the
implementation of public infrastructure. Through the identification of
in-need sites based on various barrier mapping studies, I can idenify
areas that have been cut off over time. Once those communities have
been identified, the needs can be associated with one of the proposed
taxonomies of bridges.
Developed the thread of intervention from 2 end points that are highly in
need passing through the tourist district which is highly self sufficient
and internalized. When mapping the available resources, some of the
population are cut off from a resources due to an infrastructural barrier or
due to distance.
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Program
Through the process of diagramming a set of programs,
I identified potential programs to be integrated into the
path. The location and size of each of these will depend
on the various needs of the surrounding neighborhood
and the size of the population it serves. Various methods
of integration and varying program will comprise a
cohesive path through the development of an overall
graphic identity. This identity will be developed through
careful creation of a unified architectural / tectonic identity
for this intervention. This design will focus on a lowcost but beautifully design stategy. It will be designed to
communicate its intention as a force for connectivity and
service to the community.
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